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Viewpoint

Accelerating Business Growth
Through Software Value
Maximization
I

n 2013, Apple's App Store sales hit $10 billion, in part
driven by In App Purchases (IAP) which have become the
greatest revenue stream for their app store. In the US, IAP
accounts for 76% of revenue and is above 90% in many Asian
countries. IAP is a promising and sustainable method that can
maximize software value and lifetime because it encourages
performance-based purchasing; that is, users only pay when
they are happy with the experience. Similarly, software for
intelligent systems and embedded designs not only adds
substantial value to the hardware but can generate revenue
itself by value maximization. So then, the next question is how
to maximize the value of software? Advantech has constantly
developed and provided software for many years, we think
the value of software lies in three dimensions: adding value to
products, reducing maintenance cost, and driving customer
demand.
As traditional embedded systems transform toward intelligent
systems, more and more devices are becoming connected,
stimulating the demand for management and security of those
remote embedded devices. To meet this demand, Advantech
has developed a cloud-based intelligent systems management
service platform called SUSIAccess, which helps system
integrators more easily manage and monitor their remote
devices. SUSISAccess is built into all embedded platforms
at no extra charge, adding greater value to all Advantech
products in terms of decreased maintenance cost and
increased management efficiency. What’s more, SUSIAccess
also cooperates with market-leading software partners such
as McAfee and Acronis to provide system security and backup recovery solutions to help customers centralize monitoring
and management of remote embedded device in real-time.
To maximize the value of software, Advantech hopes to
further create a more beneficial, ecological chain for different
industrial users. Various value-added applications centered
upon software services will be important points of focus in the
development planning of SUSIAccess. This all-in-one software
platform approach offers greater diversity and value-added
services which will increase customer demand. Customers can

download and install the required applications and software
through SUSIAccess based on their specialist requirements.
At the same time, application service developers from different
industries can also upload their applications to the platform,
generating more opportunities for users to discover innovative
services and applications. This matchmaking process creates
more customer demand and market opportunities.
In 2020 the world will have generated more than 40 billion
connected devices, and there will be more than 5 billion edge
computers produced to support the linkage between all these
devices. And all these devices will empower the functions of
connectivity, manageability and security. Advantech welcomes
more and more partners to join SUSIAccess service platform
and create the greatest benefit and value for SUSIAccess
partners. Join us in partnership to help realize the huge
opportunities for intelligent applications and services that
will be needed to build the intelligent planet.

Miller Chang
Advantech Embedded Core Group
Vice President
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SUSIAccess - Enabling
Smart Cities in the IoT Era
By Nicolas. Interview with Chiwen Lin, Business Development Manager, Advantech

Mature web technology combined with the rise of the Internet of Things (IoT) has meant the remote management and control
of equipment and devices through cloud technology has become a fundamental feature of many intelligent systems. And in
order to satisfy the needs of enterprises, Advantech has massively invested in research and development of its SUSIAccess
software suite for remote monitoring and control. Because Advantech always seeks to improve, embedded computing core
business group product manager, Chiwen Lin, indicated that as a cloud-based, intelligent systems management service
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platform, SUSIAccess not only grows the customer base and
develops new business opportunities, it also increases market
promotion opportunities for the sales staff—all of which are
in accordance with Advantech’s fundamental concept of LITA
altruism.

Seamless Integration for Embedded
Developers
Exactly how is this service platform in accordance with
Advantech’s corporate LITA (altruism) concept? Lin points
out that intelligent system trends are generating increasing
needs for remote control of terminal devices. At the same
time, the demand for effective management of these devices
is also rising. Previously SUSIAccess served as a stable and
reliable remote management solution. But now it is evolving
beyond that, into an all-in-one software platform offering a
variety of diverse and value-added services. Advantech hopes
that these expanded services will go far toward fulfilling the
increasing needs for device monitoring and control.
In terms of the services offered by SUSIAccess, Lin said that in
addition to the previously available basic device monitoring,
Advantech hopes to further create a more beneficial, industrial,
ecological chain for various industry users. Various valueadded applications centered upon software services will
be important points of focus in the development planning
of SUSIAccess. Lin cites the varied application demands of
different vertical industries, where users can download and
install the required applications, public software, and data
through SUSIAccess with just one click. At the same time,
application service developers from different industries can
also upload their applications to the platform, generating
more opportunities for users to discover innovative services
and applications. This matchmaking process creates more
market opportunities.
Whether in terms of service application developers or users,
original operating systems or programming languages can
all be seamlessly integrated within the SUSIAccess structure
for development and for use. In terms of SUSIAccess’s crossplatform coordinating mechanism, Lin said that through the
release and development of the API, developers and users will
not sense any difference between operating systems under
the SUSIAccess structure. User access employs a unified and
consistent interface whether on Windows, Linux, Android,
or even ARM products. As long as users have Advantech’s
terminal hardware equipment, the backend platform services
and applications will be available with SUSIAccess. This
concept also extends to service application developers.

SUSIAccess A+ Alliance to Maximize
Partner Benefits
How can SUSIAccess further entice relevant industry
operators to participate? Lin maintains that SUSIAccess has
always been a provider of cloud-based services. With version
1.0, all the technology had been developed by Advantech
itself, which was a concern for some customers. In version
2.0, Advantech began to integrate partner solutions such as
Acronis, McAfee, and others in the fields of recovery and
security, as well as various market-proven technologies to
create a new service profile. This has continued all the way
into version 3.0, which is scheduled for release in March, 2014.
The latest version adopts cross-platform matchmaking along
with the web based concept. With market demands and user
convenience as starting points, this version provides even
more intelligent ways for users to manage and use the various
resources on the devices. Time and time again, Advantech
has demonstrated its high regard for SUSIAccess.
Lin emphasizes that all of Advantech’s internal service
application support will be concentrated on SUSIAccess
in an attempt to attract more types of industries to join the
platform. Advantech welcomes operators with fundamental
technology and high-level solutions. At the same time, while
brokering the formation of an industry ecology, Advantech
also wishes to integrate fundamental technologies and
establish further contact with existing product vendors to
make providing a complete IoT solution the main business
model and create the greatest value for the IoT industry. To
further promote the SUSIAccess platform concept, Advantech
has simultaneously established the SUSIAccess A+ Alliance.
Through the establishment of an industry alliance, Advantech
hopes to speed up the SUSIAccess market acceptance rate. Lin
stressed that the industry alliance is more than a formality.
Based on the compatibility characteristics of the alliance
partners, cooperation schemes will be planned for strategic,
service, and solution-providing partners. Advantech has
further invited technical and application solution partners
to participate in cooperative development. Through different
partnership structures, this architecture and matchmaking
platform can create win-win business opportunities for
participants, providing an equivalent sales guarantee for
alliance members. In its initial stages, the alliance will focus
on 12 major industries that include, among others, medicine,
automotive transport, and retail. Beyond these 12 industries,
system integrators, distributors or SIV and various other
operators will also be simultaneously combined. Committed
to its LITA spirit of altruism, Advantech hopes to create the
greatest benefit and value for SUSIAccess partners in the
shortest amount of time.
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SUSIAccess 3.0 Pumps Up
Intelligent Cloud Management
Cloud-based Platform Offers Seamless Device Interconnection
with Easy-to-use Management Interface
By Alan Kao, Advantech Product Manager

S

USIAccess does continuous research and development to advance its software design technology. Now, under the SUSIAccess
3.0 cloud and web-based framework, administrators and users can use their cell phones, tablets, and PCs to manage devices
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remotely. SUSIAccess 3.0 provides real-time synchronized
hardware and software monitoring and maintenance for
complete protection. SUSIAccess actively sends alerts so
administrators can receive real-time notifications of their
system status through email or smartphone. Furthermore,
SUSIAccess 3.0 supports seamless cross-platform operation on
Windows, Linux, iOS and Android systems. Lastly, SUSIAccess
offers an easy-to-use management interface with a map-view
mode through either Google Maps or Baidu that improves
user accessibility and easy detection of device status and
location. We have worked with partners to integrate industrial
applications, and provide a one-stop software solution.
The development and application of hardware helps drive
the evolution of information and communication technology
in the rising Internet of Things (IoT), while software has
always played key roles in enhancing hardware performance
and the application experience. With cloud computing, the
IoT, big data, social networking, and other technologies of
the IT generation on the rise, Advantech has been actively
involved in the development of both hardware and software
technology. We are now launching SUSIAccess 3.0, an
intelligent systems, cloud management software platform,
that accelerates the adoption of intelligent system designs and
helps customers seize the great new opportunities of the IoT
era. Advantech provides a complete range of software services
with all its hardware; this helps customers build one-stop,
intelligent systems solutions and offers an all-new intelligent
remote management experience with the latest SUSIAccess
3.0. It boasts a cloud-based platform with seamless device
interconnection and easy-to-use management interface, which
simultaneously saves time and resolves maintenance issues,
and most importantly helps customers reduce total cost of
ownership. To help resolve the issues of software integration
for industrial applications, we have already made plans for
SUSIAccess to become Advantech's comprehensive software
platform that provides a one-stop solution.

SUSIAccess 3.0 Revolutionizes Device
Management
SUSIAccess 3.0 boasts three innovative characteristics:
a cloud-based platform, seamless device interconnection, and
easy-to-use management interface—bringing a revolution in
device management.

Console-Server-Agent Cloud-based
Platform
Previous SUSIAccess management structure was based on the
Console-Agent model, meaning all device management was
carried out on a single console, and there are limitations to
this approach. SUSIAccess 3.0 has shifted to a Console-ServerAgent structure for cloud management. Agent here refers to
Advantech's devices, and Server refers to the server directly
in contact with the Agent. The Server can be a physical entity
located in a central control room, or a virtual host set up in a
cloud. Console refers to a web-based interface that connects
to the Server and communicates with the Agent through the
Server. As a result, administrators can perform equipment
status checks and maintenance checks through an internet
browser with SUSIAccess 3.0 at any time, from anywhere,
using any device connected to the Server. Administrators can
receive real-time system error notifications, which can make
management significantly more immediate and convenient.
The Server-Agent connection has been altered to fit the
MQTT communication protocol. This improves connection
security and stability, and also decreases development time
for SUSIAccess integration. The Console-Server-Agent cloud
management framework not only lowers the difficulty of setting
up SUSIAccess network environments when provisioning,
but also provides a distributed connectivity structure which
solves the challenges brought on by large-scale or multi-site
device management. SUSIAccess has become a real-time
management platform that breaks geographical limitations.
Administrators can easily manage all of their devices by
simply using their PCs, smartphones, and tablets.

Features of SUSIAccess 3.0

Embedded WPC Highlight
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SUSIAccess Console-Agent-Server Infrastructure

Seamless Device Interconnection for
Complete Protection

mode to make device status and location management quicker
and more precise, saving time and improving maintenance.

In order to ensure device stability, SUSIAccess actively
monitors device temperatures, fan speeds, voltages, and the
states of hard disks and other hardware. Active management
can prevent serious damage to devices or other costly
maintenance jobs, effectively reducing the cost of system
ownership. However, under most conditions, a key indicator
of normal device operation lies rather in the applications or
programs running on the device. Therefore, in addition to
the original hardware monitoring functions, SUSIAccess 3.0
has added a software monitoring function to oversee program
status. Active alerts will be sent out if any abnormalities are
observed, which will further ensure normal device operation.
SUSIAccess' comprehensive, seamless hardware and software
monitoring system leaves no stone unturned in observing
device operation status. Additionally, Advantech supports
Windows, Linux, iOS and Android operating systems. Under
the SUSIAccess 3.0 framework, both embedded developers
and users are free to create seamlessly within their
original operating system environments and programming
languages.

Integrated Industrial Applications Provide
a One-stop Solution

Easy-to-use Management Interface
We have always strived to maintain a simple and easy-to-use
interface design for SUSIAccess. In response to web-based
features and collaborator feedback, we have streamlined our
interface design to offer a smooth, more intuitive experience,
making it easier for administrators to get up to speed right
away. We also added the Baidu or Google Maps map-view
8
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In addition to SUSIAccess 3.0's system monitoring, remote
management, and security features, Advantech has also
realized the importance of professional application software
in response to the wide-range development of embedded
applications. In the past, some industrial systems integrators
reported difficulty with using SUSIAccess in conjunction
with software in certain industries, such as medical, digital
signage, or retail. We offer the following integration modes
for SUSIAccess 3.0 to remedy this issue: (1) Collaborate with
partners to develop a custom-tailored integration of SUSIAccess
with professional applications needed by the industry. This
is the more functional and applicable integration mode. (2)
Integrate existing industry software as external plug-ins
for SUSIAccess. This is the more professional and stable
approach, boasting full features and high reliability. Through
these two integration modes, SUSIAccess continues to evolve
as a shared software platform for Advantech and our software
and industrial partners.
We hope to offer our customers a one-stop, intelligent systems
solution that eliminates concern about software-hardware or
software-software integration. SUSIAccess already serves
as a platform for a number of various software services,
and Advantech plans to continue expanding those services
and adding value. With SUSIAccess, customers take their
solutions to the next level, and provide better service for their
customers.

Cover Story
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SUSIAccess Success Stories
Reducing Total Cost of Ownership for Deployment,
Management, and Maintenance
By Alan Kao, Product Manager, Advantech

A

dvantech has been developing SUSIAccess software for years and has worked close collaboration with partners to provide
even more solutions. Management software plays an increasingly important role in embedded device design, and SUSIAccess
can accelerate the adoption of intelligent system designs and help customers seize great opportunities in the new IoT era.
SUSIAccess helps customers dramatically save maintenance and energy costs, especially when embedded devices are deployed
across widely separate locations. Below are some condensed SUSIAccess success stories featuring different applications, such
as digital signage, medical, transportation, retail, ATMs, and factory automation.

Digital Signage: Efficient Network Management
Typical digital signage deployment in a hospital includes
more than 100 screens and needs to be carefully managed.
SUSIAccess remote technology helps IT personnel save
maintenance time and increase efficiency. As signage displays
often need to be turned on and off daily, and require frequent
content changes, SUSIAccess provides batch control and
remote KVM for quick access.

10
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ATMs: Empowering Bank Security
A critical task for ATMs is securing customers' personal
information, so systems need to have robust security
software firewalls that resist virus attacks, and data theft
by hackers. SUSIAccess provides an effective way to block
unauthorized applications and code, and eliminates the need
for IT administrators to manually maintain lists of approved
applications. By using a single, integrated management
platform, companies greatly reduce the amount of IT
resources needed to manage endpoint security across multiple
consoles.

Traffic Surveillance: Ensuring 24/7 Non-stop Recording
At present, governments deploy surveillance systems widely
to monitor vehicle traffic and other public areas. These
systems must be robust, and able to record and transmit
video to storage devices on a 24/7/365 basis. Therefore, road
surveillance systems must be highly available and easy to
recover if errors occur. SUSIAccess provides not only realtime monitoring to check device / HDD status and internet
connection, but also quick access to adjust system settings
and perform troubleshooting. This ensures reliable video data
under all conditions.

Retail POS Device: Real Time for Maintenance Security
Typical POS machines are located in stores and shopping
centers and require huge maintenance effort to keep running
smoothly. SUSIAccess provides a Client-Server-Console
management interface to solve these issues. It can easily set
up multiple devices via the management console. It saves
maintenance effort. From an energy-savings point of view, the
POS machine can be set up to automatically turn off during the
night. It is easy to set up daily maintenance schedules which
turn a player off during certain times and back on as needed.
The on/off function can be implemented even if the power button
on the machine has been switched off.

Factory Automation: Providing Full Remote Control
A customer was looking for a total solution, including server
and device computing solutions to fulfill their requirements
for factory automation, along with compatible software
services and programs to help take full control via a remote
management function. The combination needed to allow
the system to operate in critical temperature environments,
and at the same time reduce cost and enhance management
efficiency. Advantech server-grade and device computing
with SUSIAccess was chosen for its winning combination of
powerful, ruggedized features and complete remote control
functions.

Embedded WPC Highlight
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By Brian She, Product Manager, Advantech

Introducing 4th Gen Intel® Core™ U-Series Processors
In 2013, Intel® debuted their 4th generation Core™ U processor line featuring 64-bit, multi-core processors built on 22nm
process technology. Their latest micro architecture delivers big improvements in CPU processing, graphics, security capabilities
and I/O flexibility. Today, the new 4th generation Intel® Core™ U-Series product line, including i7/i5/i3 processors and Celeron,
are a 1-chip BGA (Ball Grid Array) chipset that integrates the CPU with the PCH (Platform Controller Hub), resulting in a lower
thermal design power of 15W compared with 3rd generation Core™ processors. Its low power, low profile design structure
allows system integrators to build compact systems more easily without worrying about heat limitations.

Hardware Acceleration Capability
Upgraded Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions (Intel® AVX) 2.0 enhances integer/matrix-based processing and extends multimedia
functionality and special operations. Plus, new Intel® AES Instructions (Intel® AES-NI) allow new security algorithms to speed
up hardware acceleration for data encryption and decryption.

Graphic Performance Enhancement
The next-generation graphics engine builds on new HD graphics technology to significantly improve graphics and 3D media
performance by up to 24% when compared with previous generation platforms. The platform supports up to three independent
displays, enabling one system to drive multiple screens without an additional discrete graphics card. The platform also supports
next-generation graphics APIs, such as Microsoft DirectX 11.1, OpenGL 4.0, and OpenCL 1.2.

Delivering Extreme Performance on Next-generation Platforms
As a premier member of the Intel® Embedded Alliance, Advantech works in parallel developing embedded solutions in various
form factors to provide our partners with cutting edge technologies that save development effort while achieving the highest
performance. To meet such requirements, Advantech has developed a series of intelligent systems utilizing the 4th generation
12
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Core™ U processor, including industrial-grade embedded
boards and systems such as the COM Express Compact
module—SOM-6894; MIO-5271—3.5” MI/O Extension Single
Board Computer; the Thin Mini-ITX Motherboard —AIMB-230;
and the slim fanless Embedded Box PC—ARK-1550.

SOM-6894, COM Express Compact Module
Compatible with COM R2.1 Type 6
pin-out and designed with the
new 4th generation Intel® Core™
i7-4650U vPro, i5-4300U vPro,
i3-4010U processors, and Intel®
Celeron processor 2980U, SOM6894 takes up around 24% less
space and gives 15% CPU performance increase and better
GT3 graphics performance. It also features up to 16 GB of
DDR3L 1600 MHz of non-ECC unbuffered memory.

AIMB-230, Thin Mini-ITX Motherboard
Designed with the new 4th gen.
Intel® Core™ processors i5-4300U/
Celeron 2980U, AIMB-230 offers
exceptional CPU and GT3 media
performance and low power usage
in a 2.5 mm height all-in-one solution
board. Using a low profile design (170 x 170 mm) and standard
Mini-ITX motherboard, AIMB-230 is compatible with under
1U chassis.

ARK-1550, Slim Fanless Embedded Box PC
Powered by the new 4th gen.
Intel® Core™ i5 4300U /Celeron
2025U processors, ARK-1550 is
a panel mountable fanless slim type
embedded box pc (223 x 46.6 x
133.0 mm). ARK-1550 delivers rich IO, such as 2 x GbE,
8-bit GPIO, 2 x USB 3.0, 2 x USB2.0, 3 x Serial Ports, 2 x Mini
PCIe slots, triple independent displays (LVDS+VGA+HDMI)
and supports 1 x removable 2.5” drive bay. Besides its flexible
I/O design, it also supports -20~60°C wide temperature range
operation and VESA, DIN Rail and wallmount options for easy
mounting integration.

MIO-5271, 3.5” MI/O Extension SBC
MIO-5271 employs the new 4th
gen. Intel® Core™ i5-4300U / Intel®
Celeron 2980U processors. It comes
in a compact size with a fanless
thermal solution and a rich set of
I/O functions for easier system
integration such as 2 x Mini PCIe, 1
x SIM, and 1 x MIOe for smart expansion. Triple independent
display connectors for 48-bit LVDS, VGA, HDMI/DP are also
available for multi-display interface applications. MIO-5271

deploys a concentrated thermal design on the top side only,
dispersing heat via the heatsink or the heat spreader with
better results, which simplifies system development.
To respond to ever more embedded application demands
from mobile broadband networks, MIO-5271 also adds two
miniPCIe slots with a SIM holder. It means customers can
deploy WLAN and 3G/4G mobile services, and at the same
time have the ability to handoff between different wireless
networks. This achieves seamless integration so that the
network is much more highly efficient.

Powering Intelligent Systems
With 4th generation Core™ U processor platform, Intel® Active
Management Technology 9.5 release implements a special
circuit in the Intel® chipset which can be easily accessed to
control the system, even if the system is powered down or
there is corrupted software damage. This circuit establishes
an "out-of-band" link and allows the system to communicate
using the management console without relying on standard
network functionality. For example, the restore system
operates by restarting software or booting from a backup
hard drive from the management console to fix system hang
ups.
However, even though Intel® AMT offers intelligent functions,
it still requires a lot of time for customers to develop their own
remote management software for applications, even if the
supplier provided ready-made software or APIs. It still needs a
lot of resources to develop an application in-house, or involves
huge cost to buy it from other software vendors; especially if
remote monitoring and central control needs to be integrated
at the same time. Plus, additional considerations in overall
cost are impacted by support, maintenance and upgrades.
Due to all these demands from the industry, Advantech
introduced a new generation ready-to-use software platform
called SUSIAccess, which provides a comprehensive
suite of intelligent remote management services for realtime monitoring, and precise system control and status of
all embedded devices and equipment. SUSIAccess saves
manpower, time and significantly improves maintenance
efficiency. Advantech SUSIAccess is capable of building up
customized intelligent systems for any scenario. It not only
provides device monitoring and remote control but also
ensures system security.
Now, all Advantech intelligent systems come with SUSIAccess
built in. To embrace the huge opportunities presented by the
25+ billion smart devices and intelligent systems by 2020, it’s
time to leverage your innovation with help from Advantech
and Intel – intelligent platforms with the latest Intel processors
and next-generation remote management solutions.
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Maximizing Uptime for
China’s Flight Information
Display Systems
By Nick Wu, Sales Manager, Advantech China, and Weihsu Huang, Product Manager, Advantech

S

hanghai Pudong International Airport has been China’s busiest airport ever since its Terminal 1 opened in 1999, later
joined by Terminal 2 in 2008. The airport handles China’s largest volume of passenger traffic and the third largest air cargo
volume in the world. Faced with such high traffic volume, Flight Information Display Systems (FIDS) deployed near important
entrances, check-in counters, and boarding gates play a critical role for passengers. FIDS provides real-time information
on flights, weather reports, transportation, airport services, etc., keeping passengers well informed with up-to-date travel
information. Nick Wu, Sales Manager of Advantech China, pointed out that as of the Pudong Airport FIDS Upgrade Project at
the end of 2013, passengers in Terminal 1 started enjoying the benefits of Advantech ARK-DS762 digital signage players.

14
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Informationization of New Airports Drives
FIDS Business
According to Nick Wu, there were a total of 183 civil airports in
China in 2012, and that number should reach 247 by 2020, with
a correspondingly strong demand for FIDS. This tremendous
opportunity was confirmed in China’s 12th Five Year Plan,
which defines the informationization of airports and harbors
as a top interest of the country. The informationization of
airports is particularly important because it is categorized as
a nationwide public infrastructure development.
Advantech first ventured into China’s FIDS market in 2006,
and has experienced substantial growth through subsequent
years. As a result of years of diligent effort, many local hub
airports have already installed Advantech’s digital signage
platforms. Although statistics show that Advantech dominates
88% of China’s FIDS business, the company continues to move
forward aggressively. Now Advantech is expecting to increase
FIDS efficiency and customer satisfaction through ongoing
system upgrades.

High Performance ARK-DS762 Meets High
Standards
As an international airport, Pudong Airport is very demanding
in terms of the specifications and aesthetic qualities of its
digital signage platforms, which must fit well with the overall
airport design. The success case at Pudong Airport is very
significant to Advantech because other new airports are
likely to follow in its footsteps. When Pudong Airport’s 5-year
upgrade plan kicked off in 2013, Advantech won the FIDS
upgrade project for Terminal 1, employing ARK-DS762 for its
high-level integration and advanced performance.

ARK-DS762 Digital Signage Player
ARK-DS762 is powered by 3rd generation Intel® Core™ i7
processors, featuring excellent computing performance and
3 HDMI independent display support. ARK-DS762 is very
compact, measuring only the size of a notebook, and thus
can easily be attached to the back of a display. Its modular
design features VESA mount capability, allowing for easy
installation and removal for maintenance without disturbing
the screens; this greatly accelerates installation and saves on
costs for system integrators.

Advantech’s ongoing supply to Pudong Airport has proved
the high reliability of its products. Realizing that software
integration is a major challenge during customers’ deployment,
Advantech developed a dedicated signage software solution–
SUSIAccess for Signage–to run on ARK-DS762.

SUSIAccess for Signage Software Makes
FIDS Smarter
Preloaded in ARK-DS762, SUSIAccess for Signage is a
software suite offering multiple functions including “content
editing,” “signage management,” and “remote monitoring.” Its
intuitive user interface enables easy, drag-and-drop content
scheduling. Users can broadcast various content formats
like video, web pages, and Flash from the control dashboard
while updating content simply from a USB flash disk. Users
can also accurately schedule playlists and configure playback
settings for specific days and times with the graphic calendar
view. The software also supports a multi-language electronic
marquee function.
With SUSIAccess for Signage built-in, ARK-DS762 can manage
multiple devices, with immediate detection of malfunctions.
Many problems can be solved using remote KVM, without
engineers being sent on site. This greatly reduces repair
times because both problems and solutions are identified at an
early stage. For FIDS applications, one big challenge for open
information distribution systems is unauthorized content and
message delivery. For this, ARK-DS762 integrates McAfee’s
white list protection solution to prevent unauthorized content
from entering the system.

Highly-integrated FIDS Solution Is the Key
“We have always made products that cater to our customers’
needs,” said Nick Wu, “We listen to and understand their
requirements, and provide an optimized solution.” The
combination of full-range services, complete product
offerings, low product failure rate, best performance/cost
make Advantech the best digital signage partner.
The informationization of China’s airports is taking place
at full speed. The fact that modern airports act as hubs for
passengers, cargo, money and information, result in an
increasing demand for digital signage system upgrades. As
this demand increases, Advantech will grow future business
through continuous investment in hardware innovation as
well as software integration. Advantech is now providing the
“Application Ready Platform” solution that provides ready
hardware and software signage solutions to help customers
effectively shorten development time and focus on their own
applications.
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New
Products
Advantech DPX-S435 Gaming Platform
Extraordinary Graphic Effects Powered by
4th Generation Intel® Core™ Processor

Advantech Quad Core Fanless
Embedded Box PCs:
Supreme Expansion, Extreme Performance

The DPX®-S435 is the latest single board computer in the
proven DPX-S series of integrated gaming platforms. Intel’s
latest embedded chipset provides an unrivalled range of price
and performance choices from dual core Celeron up to Quad
Core Xeon and Core i7 CPUs. The DPX-S435 is the highest
performance gaming platform available and suitable for the
most demanding applications. The integrated graphics core
(Intel HD4600) represents a significant step up in chipset
graphics performance and the standard PCI-Express x16
graphics card slot allows the S435 to support today's latest
discrete graphics cards for stunning gaming graphics. A full
feature set of I/O and COMs designed
specifically for gaming device is also
included making the DPX®-S435 an
ideal integrated platform for many
high end gaming, amusement and
kiosk applications.

New ARK-35 series fanless embedded box PCs including ARK3500 and ARK-3510 series are powered by 3rd generation Intel®
QM77, and support up to a Core™ i7 quad core processor. The
ARK-35 series boasts versatile expansions – 2 PCI, PCIe x1,
PCIe x4, MIOe module and 2 MiniPCIe. Storage options include
2 hard drives or SSD/ 2 mSATA/ CFast, and optional wireless
modules can be supported. ARK-35 series supports: 9~34V/
12V DC power input, and wide operating temperatures from -10
~ 60° C. These new series carry complete certifications (CE/
FCC/ UL/ CCC/ CB/ BSMI)
and combine all the benefits
of performance, expansion,
and storage in a single unit
targeted toward a robust and
compact computing platform.

Advantech AIMB-230 THIN Mini-ITX with
4th Generation Intel® Core™ i Processor for
Space-limited Embedded Applications
AIMB-230 is a new industrial-grade THIN Mini-ITX motherboard
supporting the latest Intel Core™ i5-4300U and Intel Core™
Celeron 2980U processors with BGA1168 (MCP) socket. AIMB230 is a low profile Mini-ITX design of only 25mm in height
with a rich variety of I/O functions to fulfill an assortment of
space-limited applications. AIMB-230
can be applied in the many embedded
applications such as nursing carts, slim
panel PC, slim signage box, vending
machines, small POS systems and
portable media devices.
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Product News

Advantech 21.5” Wide Surface Capacitive
Touch Open Frame Monitor
Targeting Arcade and Casino Applications
Advantech IDS-3121GD is a 21.5" wide full HD open frame
monitor targeted at gaming machine and casino applications.
The new IDS-3121GD open frame monitor is integrated with
In-Plane Switching (IPS) technology which supports extra
wide view angle and stunning image reproduction. The 21.5”
monitor uses the highly reliable 3M™ surface capacitive
touch system, with 250 cd/m2 brightness, dual VGA and DVI
signal interfaces and optional HDMI interface. The open front
bezel and integrated bracket design allows for customized
face plates in gaming machine cabinets.
IDS-3121GD is a cost-effective display
solution ideal for arcade, slot machines,
lottery terminals and kiosks where
highly attractive displays with reliable
user interface are required.

2014 Full Spectrum of Embedded Platforms
Intel® Atom™ E3800 Product Family/Celeron® Processor-based Platforms

2.5" MI/O-Ultra
Pico-ITX
MIO-2263

3.5" MI/O-Compact

COM Express® Mini

UTX Motherboard

UTX System

MIO-5251

SOM-7567

AIMB-115

UTX-3115

ŶIntel® Atom™

ŶIntel® Atom™

ŶIntel® Atom™ E3800

J1900/E3825
Ŷ100 x 72 mm
Ŷ DDR3L up to 8GB

J1900/E3825
Ŷ146 x 102 mm
ŶDDR3L up to 8 GB

ŶIntel® Atom™ E3826
Family/Celeron® N2920/ Ŷ111.8 x 116.8 mm
ŶDDR3L up to 8 GB
J1900

Ŷ84 x 55 mm
ŶDDR3L up to 4 GB

Ultra Small
Fanless Box PCs
ARK-1123L/C/H

ŶIntel® Atom™ Dual Core

ŶIntel® Atom Dual
E3826 Processor
Core E3825/ Quad Core
Ŷ138.5 x 35.98 x 116.4 mm
E3845 SoC
ŶDDR3 up to 8 GB
Ŷ133.8 x 94.2 x 43.1mm
ŶDDR3L 8 GB

4th Generation Intel® Core i Processor-based Platforms

3.5" MI/O-Compact
MIO-5271

COM Express® Basic
SOM-5894

COM Express® Compact
SOM-6894

Mini-ITX
AIMB-274

MicroATX
AIMB-503

ŶIntel® Core™ i5-4300U

ŶIntel® Core™ i7/i5/i3/ + QM87
Ŷ125 x 95 mm
ŶDDR3L up to 16 GB

ŶIntel® Core™ i7/i5/i3/

ŶIntel® Core™ i7/i5/i3

ŶIntel® Core™ i7/i5/i3

Celeron® (U-Series)
Ŷ95 x 95 mm
ŶDDR3L up to 16 GB

Processors + Q87
Ŷ170 mm x 170 mm
ŶDDR3 up to 16 GB

Ŷ244 mm x 244 mm
ŶDDR3 up to 16 GB

Gaming Motherboard

Surveillance Series
Fanless NVR System
ARK-2151S

In-Vehicle Series
Mobile NVR System
ARK-2151V

ŶIntel® Core™ i5 4300U
Ŷ1080P @ 120fps video playback
Ŷx4 PoE ports

ŶIntel® Core™ i5 4300U

and Celeron® 2980U
Processors
Ŷ146 x 102 mm
ŶDDR3 1600/1333MHz
up to 8 GB

Mini-ITX
AIMB-203

DPX-S435

Slim/Mountable Series
Fanless Box PCs
ARK-1550

ŶIntel® Core™ i7/i5/i3

ŶIntel® i3/i5/i7 processor

ŶIntel® Core™ i5 4300U

processor + H81
Ŷ170mm x 170 mm
ŶDDR3 up to 16 GB

+ Q87
Ŷ170 x 200 mm
ŶDDR3 up to 16 GB

Intel® Celeron 2980U
Ŷ223 x 46.6 x 133.0 mm
ŶOne hot-swappable drive bay

processor + B85/H81

Intel® Celeron 2980U
Ŷ720P/1080P @120fps video

playback
ŶIn-vehicle regulation certified

RISC-based Processors

RTX
ROM-3420

SMARC
ROM-5420

Qseven
ROM-7420

3.5" SBC
RSB-4410

3.5" SBC
RSB-4220

Signage Player
UBC-DS31

Box Computer
UBC-200

ŶFreescale Cortex-A9
ŶFreescale Cortex-A9
ŶFreescale Cortex-A9
ŶTI Sitara Cortex-A8
ŶFreescale Cortex-A9
ŶFreescale Cortex-A9
AM335x
i.MX6
i.MX6
i.MX6
i.MX6
i.MX6
i.MX6
Ŷ68 x 68 mm
Ŷ82 x 50 mm
Ŷ70 x 70 mm
Ŷ146 x 102 mm
Ŷ146 x 102 mm
Ŷ191 x 129 x 30 mm
Ŷ111 x 77 x 30 mm
ŶOn-board DDR3 1 GB ŶOn-board DDR3 1 GB ŶOn-board DDR3 1 GB ŶOn-board DDR3 1 GB ŶOn-board DDR3 1 GB ŶOn-board DDR3 1 GB ŶOn-board DDR3 1 GB
ŶFreescale Cortex-A9

